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Registration is iypically a time of long lines and this year was 
no exception. Xavier students, abqvei pause to negofiate their 
meal plans. 
Staff Photo blf PAT ~YREB 
Brother Elmer Riehle disptays the cracked ceiling of his room 
in Kuhlman Hti/1 and the gutterhe constructed to catch leaking 
water.· 
Pau-l O'Connor i·s 
remembered by friends 
By MARY C. HENKEL 
Man~~glng Editor 
Mrs. Alice Kron, Secretary to the 
.late Rev. PaulL. O'Connor, S.J., for 
over .18 years, was cleaning out the 
files in her office last week. The walls 
were lined with plaques, degrees, and 
awards given in tribute to Fr. O'Con-
nor. 
Among the living tributes to Fr. 
O'Connor are the memories of many 
people, like Mrs. Kron, who 
recalled, "He was· a warm and 
generous and understanding.person,-
very fair in his · dealings with 
everybody." She speaks of his cons-
tant encouragement of students and 
readiness to listen to people's 
problems. When the phone rings, pressed in "nice touch-the ability 
Mrs. Kronanswerswith"Fr.O'Con- to wind down tension with in-. 
nor's Office." -Between· calls, she . telligent humor." 
speaks graciously, but reservedly, "You wouldn't know it from my 
about Fr. O'Connor whom she "ad-
mired very much as a boss and a name, but...everything else is Irish," 
human being." Mrs. Kron will be said Mr. Moser, who was a member 
. with Fr. O'Connor· of the Friendly • 
leavmg Xavier .after a total of 24 · Sons of St. Patrick. and the Ancient 
years here. "This is a sad time in my Order of Hibernians. He knew not 
life," she said quietly. 
Warmth and concern are the only Fr. O'Connor's. public per-
recurring themes in many people's sonality, but his tastes for fishing 
recollection of Fr: O'Connor. Miss . and swimming in the cold lake at the 
Ceil Middendorf, Hinkle Hall .. Sault Ste. Marie Jesuit Mission. 
"How can you describe the reall~ve 
switchboard operator for the past25 that people felt for him?'' Mr. Moser 
years, "knew. him as a friend," as did wondered. · 
inany of the Xavier students. To Mr. 
John Moser, Director of Develop--
ment, these characteristics were ex- O'Connor to page 12 
M'ai.nten·ance in the·dorms 
is--slow in coming.· 
By JOHN LECHLEITER 
EdiiOr·ln·Chlel 
widespread for the buckets to han-
dle. · 
Instead, Riehle, who works as a 
Brother Elmer Riehle is a very . technician in the physics depart-
patient man. For nearly a year, ment, manufactured a stainless steel 
Borther. Riehle, who ·resides in 621 gutter and attached· it to the wall in 
Kuhlman, has had to accomodate his room. Water from the ceiling 
himself to a three-foot long crack in now runs down the gutter where it is 
the ceilin·g of his room. The crack collected in a single bucket. 
itself is not the problem, however. Riehle says that he has informed 
The rain water which passes through the dormitory director of his 
the crack is~ problem numerous times in the 
Upon discovery of the leak, course of the past year. Kuhlman 
Brother Riehle resorted to using two director Pat Pholar is well aware of 
buckets to collect~ the water that Riehle's dilemna and has passed 
drips into his room from the each of his complaints on to the 
Kuhlman Hall roof. Then several maintenance department. Finally; 
· weeks ago, he abandoned the use of late last week, roof repair began. 
buckets when the leak became too · · Although the time lapse involved 
Archivists are· rare 
but Xavier has one. 
in repair.lng the Kuhlman roof is by 
no means typical, repair work in the 
dormitories is often delayed, and for 
a varity,of reasons. Kuhlman direc-
tor Pholar· stated-that the hot water 
tank in her· residence hall, which 
broke down in .late August, took 
nearly two weeks to repair. The air 
conditioning system which broke 
down more than two weeks ago has 
yet to be put back into operation (as 
of 'this writing). Pholar explained 
that both delays were due to parts 
which are not normally stocked and 
had to be ordered. 
Kuhlman's primary maintenance·. 
problem, Pholar went on to say, has 
Maintenance to page 12 
News ·has 
a new look 
By MARCIA PLESCIA 
Xavier New• Blall Writer 
The Xavier News begins the 1.974-
will be catalogued and placed in the 75 .year with a new look on the out-
Rare Books Room of Xavier's Me- side and some new features on the in-
Donald Library, where security and · sid~. 
After nearly a century and a half 
of history, Xavier University is in the 
process of gathering its archives. Fr. 
LeRoy Bennish, S.J:, is Xavier's first 
and only archivist. 
Fr. Bennish, a 1952 graduate of 
Xavier University, returned here in· 
1967 after receiving his PhD from 
Duke University. He is an assistant 
Professor of. History and Political 
·Science and an Academic Counselor· 
as well as Xaviel;'s archivist. He is 
also chairman of the ·sesquicenten-
.. nial Committee,. Chaplain of the 
.athletic teams, and a member oftlie 
humidity controls will be utilized. Immediately noticeable · is the 
Here the archives will be open to the · front page design, which we hope 
entire university. you'll find more attractive and more 
Memoirs and annals from ·the readable. Our having switched to a 
VonderHaar collection along with new typesetter, Reporter 
the journals of past presidents of the Typographies, should eliminate the 
university and the records from typographical errors \\::hich plagued 
different departments around the · the News in the past. 
campus are the beginnings of the 
archives. Other chronicles, letters On the inside, editorial cartoons 
and biographies concerning the by Hugh Haynie, one ofthe nation's 
history of Xavier are being sought by top editorial cartoonists, will be 
Fr. Bennish. . appearing weekly. 
Fr. Bennish would like ·to remove Don't miss our new cll1ssifieds sec-
· University Senate. · . · 
As archivist; Fr. Bennish is 
lltloto C-'"r XAV•R NIWI ·1u11IA&I responsible· for keeping offteial 
· · ·· · -· · · · statistical and historical records for 
the mystery·that is often associated tion, The.Baik Page. Classified ads 
with an an:hi~ist. He would like to in the News are free to Xavier 
make the records containing infor- students, faculty, and· staff. The 
mation about Xavier's role in the News has also expanded coverage of. 
past of &erviCe to the whole uriiversi· the Cincinnati arts and entertain-·, 
ty. . . ment scene·. The &ports section has' Fr. lee Bennish, S.J., who has assumed new duties as the un- th~ institution. Atpi'esent he is in ti!C 
iversily tuchivisi, is-show_n above poring·ove~ some ;elics from .process of gathering and procuring 
the po.rl. · · documents and ·records. Lat~r they .. 
. been stepped up td include more 
Archl¥1818 to p8ge 12 from the intramurals front. 
. ~-.~· . 
Germany's answer: xu in Vienna 
-'---this·· week 
··in the news 
O'Brien new vice-president 
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.. Assistant to the President, has been 
named Vice-President for special projects, effective immediately ac-
cording to Rev. R:W. Mulligan, S.J., President of Xavier University. 
While Father O'Brien has been involved in student recruitment since 
1954, he was also raising money for the university; over $250,000 in the 
past five years alone. During the past year, a donor who wishes tore-
main anonymous pledged $50,000 to establish the Rev. Edward J. 
O'Brien, S.J. Lecture Series in appreciation of all Father O'Brien had 
done for him during his undergraduate days at Xavier. Rev. Avery 
Dulles, S.J., noted Jesuit theologian, will be the first speaker in this 
series during the 1974-75 academic year. 
A veteran of 25 years at Xavier University, Father O'Brien will now 
be devoting all of his time to developing funds for a number of impor-
tant projects at Xavier, such as library expansion,' a visiting lecturer 
series, general university endowment, and the funding of new facilities 
and programs. · 
Although he will report directly to the President, Fatper O'Brien will . 
work closely with Mr. James W. Sassen, Vice-President of Public 
Relations and Development, in the Xavier University Advancement 
. Fund (XU AF), and with Xavier alumni and friends. He will continue 
to serve as moderator of the Dad's Club. 
Child care volunteers needed 
Cincinnati's Santa Maria Community Services office is in serious 
need of student volunteers for their new Montessori-style day care 
center downtown. 
·Santa Maria Child Center is one of the oldest (founded in 1926) 
inner-city care centers. It benefits mothers from 7 a.m.-6 p.m. by 
providing Montessori style facilities for young children. 
Because of a lack of funds and the extensive hours of operation, 
volunteers must be called upon to keep the center functioning. All in-
terested persons are asked to call 321-3636, and ask for Mrs. Lara 
Barrett. Mrs. Barrett notes that the center offers volunteers numerous 
opportunities to be creative in their work with kids. 
L.I~F.E. Ofl the rlvef 
Miss Barbara Breuer-Sipple, folk and ballad singer and composer 
will be the featured attraction on the old-fashioned riverboat cruise 
and concert to be held Saturday night, Sept. 28. The. boat will leave the 
Public Landing at 8:15PM. The event is sponsored by the Kentucky 
Bi-Centennial Committee in commemoration of the event and is also 
sponsored by L.I.F .E., pro-life group of young adults from Cincinnati, 
and Northern Kentucky. Tickets are $5.00 single, $8.00couple. Tickets 
can be obtained by calling the Pilot House, 542-6325. 
Drill team needs members 
The Muskettes Women's Drill Team will hold tryouts and a meeting 
Sunday evening, Sept. 29, at 7:30p.m. in the Armoty. Any women on 
campus interested in performing with the girls at basketball games, 
parades, etc. are invited to come on Sunday. No !)revious experience is 
necessary. Bring shorts and gym shoes. Refreshments will be served 
after the meeting. 
Streakers wanted 
A nationwide study of streaking is being conducted by DePaul Un-
iversity professor Dr. A. Rod wan. He heeds male and female streakers 
for his survey and is asking anyone wh~'has streaked to contact him at 
P.O. Box 48282, Chicago, 60648 \ 
Flu shots available 
Arrangements have been made through the McGrath Health Center 
to provide flu shots again this year for those who are interested. 
If you have not had flu shots in other years, the doctors suggest two 
shots, one now and another in January. Otherwise, one shot is suf-
ficient. The service charge is $2.00 per shot, payable at the McGrath 
Health Center. . 
The doctors recommend that the flu shots be given immediately 
before the start of cold weather. 
The shots will be given from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Mondays 
through Fridays. 
By DIANE SENTNER 
Xavier New• Stan Wrtltr 
From July 7 to August 16, thirteen· 
students represented Xavier Univer-
sity at the Summer School oft he Un-
iversity of Vienna in the small Alpine 
town of Strobl, Austria. Sponsored 
by the School of Continuing Educa-
tion and the Department of Modern 
Languages, the group was the largest 
to come from any single institution: 
10 percent of the total Summer 
School enrollment. · 
Dr. Alfred Beigel, initiator of the 
program here at Xavier, has 
emphasized the advantages to the 
Austria Summer Program. The 
program offers not only courses in 
German language (though all 
students are required to take a 
minimal number of hours), but also 
offers courses and seminars in fine· 
arts, political science, history and in-
ternational relations, all of which are 
conducted in English. In addition, 
the Summer Program includes in-
numerable cultural activities. 
Students this year had the oppor-
tunity to attend performances of the 
Salzburg Festival and Mozartelim. 
The initial response from retur-
ning students has been a positive 
Woodworking 
to be offered 
Tom Stahl ~f the Student 
Development Office will again be 
offering a furniture-making course 
this fall. The course will be held on 
Wednesdays, 3:00-5:30 p.m., star-
ting October 2, 1974. There is no tui-
tion charge, just a small fee to cover 
supplies. 
Stahl will concentrate on teaching 
the elementary principles of 
furniture-making, including the use 
of power tools, construction techni-
ques, and various methods of 
finishing furniture. Students subse-
quently will be required to select and 
complete a project as part of the 
course. 
Response to the course last spring 
was excellent. Over thirty students 
expressed interest in the program. 
Due to the limited ~mount of space 
however, only four students can be 
accommodated per ·semester. Any 
member of the Xavier community 
who is interested in participating in 
the course should contact Tom Stahl 
at 745-3201 as soon as possible. 
This spring, Stahl is also planning 
to offer a course in clock-case mak-
ing, using a variety of commercially-
available patterns. · · 
The Back Page is a free classified section 
able lo students, faculty, and staff 
University. Ads should not 
words and must be sutlmitted 
to the Newa office c/o Tl'e 
later than the Sunday 
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one. For many, this provided an ex-
cellent opportunity for travel in Eu-
rope and for contact with an inter-
national body of students and 
professors. 
Paradoxically as it may first seem, 
the most dissatisfied were those ad-
vanced students in the intensive Ger-
man curriculum. They were dis-
satisfied largely because of the non-
German speaking environment out-
side of the classroom context. 
H o.wever, as one student com-
mented, it was good even to meet 
other Americans coming from all 
parts of the United States. 
Dr. Beigel demonstrates great op-
timism with regard to the program's 
future. He hopes that more students 
will be able to profit from this ex-
perience both academically and 
culturally. Though at this time it is 
not clear how much financial aid will 
be available for next summer's ses-
sion, it is of note to mention that 
eight of the thirteen students did 
receive aid this summer. The cost of 
the program now is approximately 
$1300 (including round-trip 
transportation) and students may 
receive up to 12 or 14 credit hours. 
Anyone interested should contact 
Dr. Beigel in Hinkle Hall (745-3665). 
Also, Dr. Hussbaumer, professor of 
economics at the University of Con-
necticut and the director of the 
Summer ·Program of the U niveesity 
of Vienna in Strobl, will be on the 
Xavier campus October 16. Notices 
will be posted at a later date: 
, •• Q I •• , 
! 00@ @ll.&170@00 : 
: ~/l~{i ! I A·GREAT APARTMENT I 
RENTS FROM $115 I INCLUDING U~lliTIES AND MANY FEATURES 
I . EQUIPPED KITCHEN • 14 cu."· REFGR: 
• LAUNDRY FACILITIES • OFF STREET PKG. I . SECURITY PATROL • OLYMPIC SIZE POOL PRIV. 
I SMARTLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS. 
. . ALSQ AVAILABLE 
I CONYINifNCI ;Lus flOI: 
I SCHOOLS, SHOPPING CENTER, METRO TRANSP. EXPRESSWAYS, DOWNTOWN, HOSPITALS, I UNIVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY 
· I VISIT 110D1L API'. TOIMY 
I tiAMTO I PM DAILY i I CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN ROSELAWN . .. 
.ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 1135 stYMGUR AVE., PHONE 531.-
1 TAKE INTERSTATE 75 (NORTH OR SOUTH) TO PAD· DOCK ROAD EXIT TO SEYMOUR AVENUE. (ROUTE 561). I 
I TURN LEFT ON SEYMOUR AVENUE PAST SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER TO MODEL APARTMENT AND I I RENTAL OFFICE. 
----------------·1 
FOR RICHER 0~ POORER, 'WJ:'LL GIVE 
YOU THE BEST POSSIBLE DIAMOND BUY 
You don't have to be rich to own a diamond . 
These precious jewels come in all sizes, shapes and prices, 
Let us show you our wide and glowing selection. 
We'll help you select a dazzling diamond that burns · 
with brilliant fire. It won't devastate your budget. 
But it will make your life much richer. 
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New computer system announced 
By l\IEI.ANIE FIN•: 
X1n il'f Sr"~ Staff \\'rilrr 
The Xavier University Computer 
Center has employed ·a new system 
(Interactive Information Systems) of 
time-sharing computing that uses an 
improved form of the BASIC 
language called BASIC-
PLUS.Facilities for student and 
faculty use have expanded and at the 
present time include five ports and a 
total of seven devices. . 
elude a total of eight cathode ray 
tube terminals. six Decwriters, one 
teletype with paper tape, one plotter. 
one ccntronics line printer and one 
porta hie device on dial-up. The ~ew 
computer has a 96K main memory 
and 80 million character deck 
storage. 
Purchase of this new equipment . 
was made possible by grants from 
the Ford Motor Company Fund, Ti-
tle VI Federal Funds, and Xavier 
Time-Sharing Commitment. 
making use of the terminals. Dr. 
Richard O'Neill serves as Coor-
dinator of Academic Computing, 
helping faculty and students alike to 
become acquainted with the new 
system. 
The number of devices will in-
crease October I, and then increase 
again in January when Xavier gets 
its own PDPIIj45 computer. The 
new hardware is expected to be 
operating by February I ,and will in-
The prime purpose of the expan-
sion is for management information 
systems training, but all of Xavier 
will benefit. With greater case in 
programming. many classes are 
There are many programs 
available for use, selected from-
Project Delta. Dartmouth, Condrut 
and the G.E. Libraries.One can find 
a program to do almost anything-
from calculating linear regressions 
to stock-market simulations to a 
StarTrek war game. The IBM 360 
continues to be available to those 
students and faculty wishing to 
progran1 in FORTRAN and 
COBOL. Hours arc Mon.-Fri. 8:30 
- 10:30 and Sat. 9:00- 5:00. 
Photo Courtesy AMERICAN PROGRAM BUREAU 
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Smoke a Roche? Close but no cigar 
By L.ARRY SHEEHE 
Xavier News StaH Writer 
later though. Roche discovered that 
the Hilton had rented the ac-
comodations to someone else. 
H owevcr. the Club insisted on having 
a bar. To cover the increase in costs, 
Roche, with the advice of Mr. Tom 
Stahl. decided to open the bar a 
half hour late and close a half hour· 
early. This, it was felt, would enable 
them to cover costs. 
Dick Gregory here 
to speak Friday 
When the price of education is 
continually on the rise, students arc 
understandably· upset when ad-
ditional fees are tacked on the bill. 
Senior Frank Roche received a bill 
for $287.00 this summer and he was 
more than slightly annoyed. 
Roche then contracted verbally 
with the Beverly Hills Country Club. 
By PAT tYNCH 
llavier News Stall Writer 
The bill had nothing to do with 
tuition, but rather it was a debt in-
curred at last year's Junior Prom. At 
that time,_ Roche was President of 
the Junior Class and the Prom was 
considered his responsibility. 
An ominous set of circumstances 
seemed to envelop the affair from 
the start. The Prom had originally 
been scheduled to be held at the 
Netherland Hilton. It was to have 
been a B.Y.O.B. affair. When the 
reservations were checked a month 
On the night of the Prom, couples 
arrived only to find that they had no 
band. The band had mistakenly set 
up in another room and was enter-
taining someone else. Roche quickly 
informed them where to go, but it 
takes time to move a band. 
Meanwhile, about sixty people were 
left without a band and a bar. 
Realizing. his dilemma, Roche 
opened the bar. Rod Shearer, Dean 
for Student Development, com-
·mented. "I'd have probably done the 
Roche to page 4 
Dick Gregory has become one of 
the most sought-after speakers in 
America on college campuses. On 
Friday, September 27, at 1:00 p.m. 
he will appear in the Xavier Univer-
sity Theatre to lecture on "Social 
Problems: Social or Anti-Social'?" 
Dick Gregory, described as "the· 
world's foremost freelance 
humanitarian," became famous as 
a professional comedian at a time 
when black comedians received 
bookings only in black clubs and 
theatres. Appearing in all top clubs 
in the country and on major network 
TV shows. Dick Gregory conse-
.quently became the man who opened 
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the formerly tightly-dosed doors of 
the white dominated entertainment 
industry. In 1973, he used his fame 
and fortune as an entertainer to open 
the closed doors in the American 
system which barred theentryofany 
man or woman to the guarantee of 
full freedom. He participated in 
every major demonstration during 
the civil ·rights movement on the 
1960's. 
Dick Gregory is perhaps best 
known for his extended periods of 
fasting as a form of political protest. 
When he began his 1973-74 lecture 
scas_on, he was well into his second 
year of fasting. He has. not eaten 
solid food since April24, I 97 I, when 
he announced at an antiwar rally in 
San Francisco that he would "con-
sume only liquids until the war in 
Vietnam has ended." He continued 
to fast until all hostilities in 
Southeast Asia were healed. He has 
fasted also to dramatize the drug 
problem in America. 
Dick Gregory is the author of 
eight books, includ-ing his 
autobiography, Nigger. He is a 
recording artist with many albums to 
his credit, a human rights activist, 
social satirist, critic, philosopher, 
and political analyst who combines 
all of these roles to serve the cause of 
human liberation and to alleviate 
human suffering brought on hy ig-
norance and apathy. He has run for 
political office once as a write-in in-
dependent candidate for Mayor of 
the city of Chicago, and again as a 
write-in independent candidate for 
the Presidency. 
Dick Gregory describes success in 
his_ own terms. He says "the real 
champion, I have come to under-
stand, is the man who has risen to 
the crest of life's highest purpose-
singular and complete devouon to 
serving one's fellow man." Dick 
Gregory has pursued his definition 
of championship by doing the things 
he does best - making people laugh 
but also listen. and ultimately help-
ing them to understand one another. 
Student senate 
seat open 
Student Senate is searching for in-
terested students, freshman , 
sophomore, junior, or senior, to fill 
its two vacant seats. Applications 
can be picked up in the Student 
Government Office. Just state your 
interests, past experience (if any), or 
ideas, and file the application in the 
government office by Thursday , 
September 26. Prospects will then be 
notified as to the time and place of 
their interviews before the search 
committee. 







ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
Anile Buck, Art• Edllar 
Nothin' from 
nothin' leaves. • • 
Xavier had planned a series of 
concerts hosting first-rate enter-
tainers, but in view of last Friday 
night's blunder at the X.U. 
Fieldhouse which starred Bi.lly 
Preston and featured. the Chambers 
Brothers, something other · than 
·entertainment might be in store: 
There was no concert Friday night. 
The Chambers Brothers were 
ready to appear at 9:00 as scheduled 
when the producer, Bob Walters, in-
formed the manager of the two 
groups and the public that the show 
would be cancelled since the size of 
the audience was too small, about 
800. But while Mr. Walters failed to 
take into consideration that quite 
often Cincinnatians are "slow" to. 
arrive at «eoncerts especially if the 
warm-up band is not a name attrac-
tion, people came as late as 10:30ex- · 
pecting to see Billy Preston. 
Mr. Walter's ·associate, 
"Lightning" (Mr. Walters himself 
was not available for an interview) 
commented that the cancellation 
came unexpectedly. "We had a 
'grand' (in ticket sales) by Wednes.-
day, and then tonight things just 
· went too smoothly to come off." 
Since there was no breach of con-
tract on the part of either of the two 
bands, she .further explained, both 
groups will be paid not to have 
played. 
In an exclusive X.U. News .inter-
view with the Chambers Brothers, 
(obtained through the assistance of 
Amos Young, Security) however, 
the point was made that at least this 
group wanted to play, regardless of 
the size of the crowd, and indeed 
only three nights before in Asheville, 
North Carolina, they had played for 
a "crowd" of 25 to 30 persons. 
George Chambers exclaimed that he 
would play even if. he had "to jam 
with that dude won at Holiday Inn" 
where the group was lodged. · 
Through Hubert Herd, keyboard 
artist, songwriter, and composer, 
who's been with Preston for almost 
four years, it was learned.· that 
preston himself was putside 
awaiting word. T.he group was disap-
pointed, although they promised to 
party some that evening, since, 
laughed Herd, "We're bein' paid for 
nothin'." Herd, who attended 
Withrow ·several years ago, is plan-
ning to release a collection of his own 
P~~ge4 
songs with Columbia in November. 
Although he's still with Preston, he 
hopes that his group, "Hubie and 
Close Friends," will get a break. 
But if the people don't hear the 
groups, their following might dwin-
dle. If Preston hasn't the opportuni-
·ty to demonstrate that Music is his 
life, his talent/virtuosity cannot be 
evaluated. And with Xavier's ill-
fated Todd Rundgren concert last 
year; this certainly comes as_ a hard 
blow to the school's reputation as a 
concert center. Many of those in 
attendance. who were primarily non-
student• left with convictions of not 
returning to Xavier for another con-
cert, even though the blame could 
not be placed directly on the school. 
Nevertheless, a great number of 
students· complained that they were 
not informed due to the lack of 
proper and effective publicity. 
Hopefully, the success of future 
concerts will not be hindered by Mr. 
Walters' promotional tricks. In all 
probability, Lightning .claims, he 
will not return for the Dynaflow con-
certs which he had scheduled for the 
fieldhouse later this year. Yet 
perhaps students would be more 
willing to attend if they were aware 
well enough in advance of the event, 
or perhaps the admission must at last 
be made that Xavier students are not 
major concert matel-ial. 
Mike McCaffrey, Student Senate 
President, in an X. U. News inter~ 
view, wished to apologize to the stu-
dent body for what happened last 
Friday, though the school was not at 
fault. He explained that "With the 
help of Jimmy Williams, our concert 
chairman, we should have a good 
concert series in spite of this opening 
disappointment." 
Dynaflow was scheduled to han-
dle Gordon Lightfoot (October -24), 
and B. B. King (November 22), but 
more than likely, another producer 
will. take over. McCaffrey, speaking 
.on behalf of Student Government, 
-hopes that "With some more good 
· work from our concert committees, 
those two concerts should come off 
without a hitch." Gordon Lightfoot 
tickets in fact are already "selling 
very well" at Ticketron outlets, and 
since they are not being sold on cam-
pus as yet, a sell-out is expected. 
-Mary Knight 
Franciscan Vocation OHice 
1615 Vine Street, Cincinn\lti, Ohio 45210 
I am interested in 
0 F.ranciscan priesthood 
0 Frarciscan brotherhood XU-9174 
state-ZiP-
phone no. ____ . age ____ grade-
Dance program set 
During the fall semester, Marilyn 
Mittermaierofthe Student Develop-
ment Staff will teach a Modern 
Dance Program, ~he workshop be-
ing held Tuesday afternoons from 
two to four in the Kuhlman sixth-
floor lounge. Tentatively, the first 
hour every week will be given over to 
excercises, general body movement 
personal awareness and techniques· 
to aid breathing and relieve tension. 
Ms. M ittermaier feels that these are 
particularly valuable to students, 
who spen~ long hours studying and 
ofter neglect their bodies. Through 
these and other exercises specifically 
geared toward diverse areas such as 
leadership. those people joining the 
program can, over the course of the 
semester, attain a higher level of per-
sonal growth. 
The second hour of each 
workshop will be a regular class in 
modern darice. The program is open 
to all Xavier peoplo- students, staff 
and faculty of all ages and either sex, 
as well as to members of the Bellar-
mine Chapel community. There is no 
fee. 
Roche 
from page 3 
same thing." The bar stayed open for 
the rest of the evening and the bill 
was predictably higher. The matter 
was further complicated by low 
attendance at the dance. 
The final tally showed that the 
Junior Class was $287.00 short. The 
Beverly Hills Country Club billed 
Xavier. The Student Development 
Office thought that they had been 
stuck with the bill, so they sent it to 
Roche. Roche sent it back. 
"There was no way I was going to 
pay that," said Roche. "A debt Ike 
. this should naturally be assumed by 
the Student Government." 
Dean Shearer agreed that-it was 
no Roche's sole responsibility and 
decided to postpone any further 
proceedings, until the first Senate 
meeting. 
Last Friday then, Student Senate 
volted unanimously to absorb the 
debt. A burnt-out Roche .left the 
meeting feeling $287.00 better. 
·"Dancer's World" 
Marilyn· Mittermaier of the Stu-
dent Development Staff will present 
a short film, "Dancer's W.orld," on 
Monday, September 30, at 4:30p.m. 
in the Kuhlman first-floor lounge. 
The film~ featuring Ma.rtha Graham 
and her dance company, explains the 
dancer's craft as Ms. Graham 
narrates and· members of the Com-
pany illustrate her theories: it con-
cludes with exerpts from the Com-
pany's repertoire. Admission is free; 
all are welcome. 
Sugflr ·'n Spice 
Reading Road at Victory Parkway 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
DROP IN AFTER. THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT LA T.E 
WEEK-END DATE. 
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
_WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DO.RMITORIES. 
X•vlerNewa 
flickers and • mUSIC 
Concerning- ''Juggernaut'' and other bombs 
It is best to begin this review of a ' festive mood who relay to the viewer 
less than mediocre film by discussing the first hint of trouble, and it's a 
the title, the first of two original not-too-subtle hint at that. Omar 
touches to be found in the picture. Sharif is the captain of the "Britan-
Juggernaut was the common name nic" and is one of the many insignifi-
of the Hindu idol Jagannatha, ruler cant characters needlessly in-
of the earth. Juggernaut was carried troduced to the audience. A few days 
to festivals upon a huge vehicle with into the voyage our captain learns 
immense wheels. As sacrifices, his that the owner of the vessel has, in 
worshippers would throw fact, had his ship commandeered, or 
themselves under the wheels of his at least held for ransom, with the 
moving chariot. Since then the.term strategic placement of seven intricate 
has come to describe a personqo bombs on board. If the owner fails to 
steadfastlydevoteshimselftoanidea pay Juggernaut the equivalent of a 
or is imperceptibly sacrificed to it. million and a half dollars by the 
What we find in the movie is a following dawn, Jugge:naut will fail 
bomb-building lunatic who calls to give the information rieeded to 
himself Jugger.paut as he is devoted defuse the bombs. The plot by now 
to the only -th1in~e could ever do becomes altogether familiar . and 
well. After his shady employers seems like further exploitation of a 
are through with the services· he has scheme that was interesting the first 
to offer, Juggernaut uses his talents time it was used. Ransom plots are 
to attempt to earn some money on common and "Juggernaut" is just 
his owri. that, with a small twist on the 
The luxury liner "Britannic~' is manner of repurchase. 
leaving from Southhampton for the Bomb experts are flown to the pre-
States as the film begins. Aboard are· sent location of the vessel, which is, 
twelve hundred passengers in a'semi- by the way, also having mechanical' 
difficulty in a very rough sea. 
Richard Harris heads the team of 
bomb experts, each working on a 
different bomb. Meanwhile, 
&~~~ ~~ is b~k on s~re 
searching for the identity of Jugger-
naut. Harris has twelve hours 
remaining to disarm the devices 
which cannot be moved, and were 
obviouslY, built by the best of ex-
plosives experts. So well built is the 
bomb that Harris, who incidentally 
considers himself the master of 
bomb disarming, recognizes the 
bomb as the work of someone he 
knew in the war. Finally we see a 
weak, but real, conflict. Accor-
ding to definition we might have 
two Juggernauts in the picture. 
Dl;lring this . time the passengers 
-have been informed of the cir-
·cumstances and are reacting with 
depression rather than panic. I'm not 
too sure this adds any reality to the 
film. We see no attempt to send 
another ship to unlard the 
·passengers or any other feasible 
attempt or alternative. We acce·pt 
Beethove.nophilia: :alive .and 
Well· at Cincinnati s·ymphony. 
_ Three fine ·works of classic~l­
music's master, Beethoven, graced 
the opening concert of the Cincin~ 
nati Symphony Orchestra's new 
season. Not only were the pieces of 
unquestionable merit, but the 
Orchestra once again began to prove 
its mettle by playing them well, very 
well. 
The mosffascinating performance 
was that of soloist John Browning in 
his interpretation of the many vir-
tuosic . passages provided in the 
Fourth Piano Concerto. This work 
is itsel( an element of German 
Romanticism, a fact which Brow-
ning surely realized by effecting 
passionate dominance when called 
for, without losing the extreme 
delicacy required of the piano's 
dialogue with the Orchestra to bring 
it round from threatening ·and 
demanding cries to support for a 
gentle song. The particular problem 
of tempo changes arid of the means 
of finding clear transitions without 
aaccompanying brusqtieness he 
Thurlday, September 26, 11174 
seemed to solve by his confidence in 
his finger delicacy, to .which the 
Orchestra responded smoothly and 
supportingly. 
The opening riumberwas the over-
ture to_. Beethoven's. only opera, 
Fidelio. He wrote three other over-
tun~s- of great power or of sweet 
lyricism before finding the 
s9mewhat shorter themes here that 
.more serve to set the mood for the 
theatrical productiqn normally 
following.· This early venture in 
operatic music reminds me, 
however, of Conductor Schippers' 
love for that genre and of the 
operatic and choral selections that 
will appear in the coming year. 
The ·tremendous improvement ·of 
the Cincinnati Symphony in recent 
years was demonstrated by its rendi-
tion ofthe·Fourth Symphony.ln the 
music a gay spirit is more in evidence 
than the romanticism of the earlier 
piece, though it is the product of · 
1806, the same year as the Fourth 
Concerto's composition. The 
gayness was real and very clearly in 
the string sections. The third move-
ment called this forth with its 
elements of a minuet and 
provocative elaboration by the 
horns, but for all this symphonic ex-
citement, my favorite part was the 
second movement, in which the se-
cond violins have the rhythm and 
carry through by accompanying the 
song of the· first violins with the ac-
companiment. of a throbbing two-
note combination. 
With one tremendous concert thus 
completed, the cso moves to a 
promising program next we-ek with 
guest soloist Pinchas Sukerman to 
perform Bartok's Violin Concerto. 
The first piece will be the Overture to 
Wagner's Tannhauser. And if you 
enjoy Martin Luther's hymn "A 
Mighty Fortress Is Our God," you'll 
find that as the final movement of 
Mendelssohn's "Reformation 
Symphony.'' Concerts are at 8:30 · 
p.m. on Friday and Saturday. 
Joe Koterski 
that we are stuck on the ship. This 
despondence of the passengers offers 
some ironic humor as the ever-
jovial social director endeavors to 
cheer everyone up. 
After many painstaking and costly 
mistakes, Harris has to face the deci-
sion of cutting one of two. wires to 
disarm the devices. Needless to say, 
the cutting of the wrong wire means 
destruction. By now, Scotland Yard · 
has located Juggernaut and have set 
up radio communication between 
him and Harris. This was done at 
Harris' request in hope of learning 
which wire to slice. Juggernaut, in 
the last few crucial seconds, relays a 
message to Harris to sever the blue 
wire, and the quasi-predictable en-
. ding takes place. I won't disclose the 
ending in case you decide to see the 
film despite this review, but permit 
me to say lhat after Harris decides 
which wire to cut the sea is' once 
again calm-simply amazing .isn't it? 
Perhaps in a later review I'll discuss 
the ~elationship between intense 
conflict and atmospheric con-
ditions. 
Characterization in the movie was 
exceedingly poor. The audience is 
but introduced to the characters and 
knows none of them well, though 
several attempts at depth were made. 
Relationships between characters 
was in more cases underdeveloped. 
The picture devotes its too-long one 
hundred and five minutes to the 
movement of the obvious plot when 
several opportunities arose for the 
addition of sub-plots. These possible 
additions could have added much to 
the maturation qf the characteriza-
tion, as well as the intrigue. 
· The finish of the movie leaves you 
wondering of what importance some 
poeple were and why they were ever 
seen by us. Don't let the booking of 
Sharif and Harris lure you to see tile 
movie, and don't let anyone tell you 
they were the only two actors who 
-could handle the parts. "Juggernaut" 
is billed as "The Greatest Sea 
Adventure in History." Not true! 
Kevin M. McGraw 
Illustration by Stall Arllat CHARLIE FALLON 
NATIONAL DRY 
CLEANERS 
1 HOUR CLEANING 
3 HOUR SHIRT- LAUNDRY 
:\l.TI-:8:\ TIO~S 
NORWOOD PLAZA 
10% JJISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS 
AND FACUI.TY MEMBERS 
NATIONAL eOJN-OPERATED 
CAR WASH OF NORWOOD 
CbPPOSITE Ni\TIONAL DRY CLEANERS 
35e for ~ minutes 
wash-rinse-wax 
OPEN 24 IIOURS - 7 DAYS WEEKLY 
Five Minutes From Xavier Campus 
P811e 5 
•6 
We invited a few friends for dinner· 
and they helped clean up the Genesee River. 
With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorga-
nisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in 
Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others. 
What we did was to combine two processes in a way 
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying sys-
tems private industry has ever developed. 
One process is called "activated sludge," developed 
by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption. 
What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can 
produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will 
happily assimilate it. And thrive on it. 
The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found 
· a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling 
filter process and optimized the combination. 
We tested our system in a pilot plant for ·five years. 
(At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement 
long before it made headlines.) And the pilot project worked 
so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify 
36-million gallol)s of water a day. 
Gove.rnor Rockefeller called th_is "the biggest vol:un-
tary project undertaken by private industry in support of 
New York State's p!Jre-water program." 
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to 
make a profit-and clean water is vital to our business. But in 
furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's. 
And our business depends oh society. 
We hope our efforts to cope with water poiJution will 
inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share 
our water-purifying information with them. We all need clean 
water. So we all have to work together. · · 
Kodak 





By (;A YI.E STAYTON 
. Xavier News Stall Writer 
The presidents of the institutions 
of higher education in this area met 
last September and decided that it 
was time to promote a more exten-
sive interinstitutional cooperation. 
Coopt.:ration has existed between 
variDus cnllegt.:s ~1nd universities. but 
tht.:rc was never a joint effort. nevt.:r 
an m·crall coordinating agency. ;\ 
board of trustees. headed bv Xavier's 
president. Father Robert ·w. Mul-
ligan S.J .. was formed. This board 
brought about the Greater Cincin-
nati Consortium ofCollegesand Un-
iversities. Joining with Xavier in this 
program arc Cincinnati Technical 
College. College of Mount Saint 
Joseph. Edgccliff College. Hebrew 
Union. Miami University, Northern 
Kentucky State Universitv. 
Atheneum of Ohio. Thomas Mo~e 
College~ University of Cincinnati, 
and Saint Thomas Institute. 
This consortium enables a student 
in any one of the member in-
stitutions to attend any of the other 
schools with a minimum of red-tape 
and no additional cost to the normal 
tuition of their own school. A Xavier 
student wanting to participate in this 
prqgram should obtain approval 
and forms from Father John Felten 
S. J., the undergraduate coor-
dinator, or. Dr. Raymond McCoy, 
the graduate coordinator. After fill-
ing in these forms he should present 
them to the Bursar of the institution 
in whir.h he wishes to cross-register,. 
in lieu of payment. The payment is 
made to Xavier. 
The consortium is loosely struc-
tured, giving each institution a great 
deal of latitude. Still, a few overall 
guidelines have been established: I) 
The course desired is not generally· 
available at t.he college or university 
in which the student is' enrolled. 2) 
.The student has prior permission to 
take the course from his/her institu-
SENIORS 
tion. 3) Tuition commitments must 
be met io full at the college or univer-
sity in which the student is enrolled. 
4) Students arc expected to observe 
regulations of the host institution. 
It is to be expected that some dif-
ficulties will arise when eleven com-
plex institutions 'attempt a 
cooperative effort. The differences in 
the varied opening dates of classes 
have caused a problem. Out-of-town 
students might.have to arrive early to 
begin a class in the school where they 
arc cross-registered. Variances in 
semester and holiday breaks arc 
another possible difficulty. Also. the 
schools involved use both the 
quarter and semester systems. This 
creates a difficulty in the ranking of 
credit hours. The consortium has 
solved this situation by allowing 
each school to determine the ac-
creditation of the courses for its own 
students. 
Despite these problems, this 
program has many advantages.The 
program allows a greater utilization 
of colleges and universities in this 
area, prevents duplication of new 
program~ and enriches each school 
curriculum. 
Dr. Ralph Pearson has the 
responsibility of coordinating the 
entire consortium. He is preparing a 
brochure giving highlights of the un-
ique courses offered by each member 
institution. ·The brochure will be 
available in late October. Any stu-
dent interested in this program may 
call on Fr. Felten in his office or on 
Dr. Pearson, whose office is now in 
Alter Hall, room 114. 
The consortium is presently func-
tioning on a limited basis. However, 
it is the opinion of both Fr. Felten 
and Dr. Pearson that the program 
will be fully operational by second 
semester.· 
Be a Marine Officer- AVIATION, GROUND, AND LAW PROGRAMS 
$9,000 to $10,300 STARTING SALARY 
FROSH, SOPHS, JUNIORS 
PLC PROGRAM 
Il"e a Marine Officer when you graduate- train during th·e summer- no on-
campus training - earn $100.00 per MONTH during school year- time in 
PLC's counts towards pay when you go on active duty. · 
THE MARINE OFFICER SELECTION· OFFICER WILL BE ACROSS THE HALL 
FROM THE BOOK STORE, UNIVERSITY CENTER BUILDING FROM 10-4 on 30 Sept. 
and 1 Oct. HJ74. 
IT IS TIME TO PLAN YOUR FUTURE 
FIND OUT WHAT THE MARINE _gORPS CAN OFFER 
Thursday, September 26,.1974 
For TH.URSDA Y, SEPT. 26 
St. Thomas More Pre-Law Society. 
Dr. Louis Del Duca will meet with 
Xavier Students interested in law 
school. Room 110 of Alter Hall, 2:00 
p.m. 
For FRIDAY, SEPT. 21 
Dick Gregory. "Social Problems-
Social or Anti-Social" University 
Center. I :30 p.m. 
Mixer. Junior Class. Arrr10ry, 9:00 
p.m . 
. Intramural f'lag Football. Registra-
tion closes. 
Film. "The Last· Picture Show." 
Theatre, 8:00 p.m.' 
For SATURDAY, SEPT. 28 . 
l'icnic-Hayride. Sponsored by 
Joiophomore Class at Happy H. Dude 
Ranch. 3:00 p.m: - 7:00 p.m. 
Soecer.@ Wilmington <;:ollege. 
llluatrallon by Stall Artist CAROL JACOBER 
Film. "Dancers World" (Free). 
Kuhlman Hall 6th Floor Lounge. 
4:30p.m. 
NASA l-unar Roek & Bio-Medical 
Display. University Center through 
Oct. 4th. 
For TUESDAY, OCT. 1 
Film. "Horse Feathers" University 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Intramural Flag Football. Play 
begins. 
For WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2 
Intramural Softball. Play begins. 
For THURSDAY, OCT. 3 
Intramural Soccer. Registration 
closes. 
ForSATURDAY, OCT. 5 
Racing Team. @ Indianapolis 
\ Raceway Park. 
Film. "The Leist Picture Show.'' · 
·Track-Cross Country. @ Mt. Airy 
Theatre, 8:00 .p.m. Park. 
For SUNDAY, SEPT. 29 
• 0 
Communication Arts picnic. All CA 
majors invited. Eden Park softball 
field. I :30 p.m . 
. For MONDAY, SEPT. 30 . 
Karate Demonstratiop. Sponsored 
by S. U. Karate Club; 'theatre, I :30 
p.m. 
Outdoor Day In f.ark. (Place & 
Time to be. announced.) 
Fo; 'suNDAY, OCT. 6 
Picnic. Big-Little Sister. 
Racing Team. @ Indianapolis 
Raceway Park. 
STICK IT IN YO.UR EAR 
MUSIC FRO~ACt~F:t'O RO·c·K . 
ALL NIGHT SPEVCfA~~~~~·EMOTES 
REQUEST LINE, yj·I··N ... ·"·'.)J\NEATH~I3\: 
LIVE SPORTS, NQ~¢0., MERCIALS~ .· : 
THAT'S TOTAL'\'·RADIO 
. . \\ 
WITH BIGGER AND BETTER SOUN:D-:· 
EVER.Y YEAR SINCE 1970 
FM 91.7 WVXU 
WATTS UP IN CINCINNATI 
: '•: .. , 
. ,·;·· . ·-·· 
'·· 
.J 
TOM USHER_, SPORTS EDITOR 
X wins· soccer opener, 
·Th.omas More downed 3-2 
. . 
It was a game that featured an Sieber came through with great cannot do now. ·and this is the kind 
acrobatic man all alone in the visitor defensive plays time after time. of experience we need to learn from 
stands, a pack of black and white Muskie Rocky Patella brought the our mistakes. There were times in the 
Avondale dogs, and some good, kickers around by leveling off Rebel game," McKinney continued, ''that 
physical soccer. It was the first players with his hammer. we looked good, but basically we 
regular season game ever for the But it was Thomas More who were beat getting to the ball:" 
Xavier University soccer team last scored first, when Paul Thomas slid And with the game deadlocked at 
Saturday ·afternoon, and they were by Pat Dahlstrom and goalie A.J. 2-2, a Rebel player touched the ball 
definitelyupforthetask,postinga3- Moebius to make it 1-0, T.M., with in the goal area, setting up Ardit.o's 
2 victory over the Rebels from 16 minutes left in the first of two 45- winning penalty boot from only 12 
Thomas More. minute halfs. Then, just 30 seconds yards away. A soccer goal is 24 feet 
- It finally came down to a penalty later, Joe Rozier evened it at 1-all on wide and eight feet high, and on a 
kick. by Xavier's Panama-born Cesar a breakaway down the right side. penalty kick . the goalie may not· 
Ardito, off the slippery grass of Cor- After Rozier's tally, momentum move his feet until the ball is whack-
coran Field, with 4:17 remaining in swung to Xavier. with the Muskie ed, thus the odds of a goal are quite 
the contest; Ardito lined it up and . fullbacks often playing at center cir- good. 
rifled by the diving body of Rebel cle applying pressure. so .it was still "We must improve on our passin·g 
goalie Steve Overjohn .. That put the J-1 when the squad wentto the dress- and trapping," Coach McKinney 
game in the cooler at 3-2 as the final. ing room at the half. said, "but the main thing in our favor 
. seconds were counted out by ·the Joe "the Rocket" Rozier again.got is youth·. We've got nine sophomores 
frenzl.ed crowd on"hand · on the squad. and our enthust··asm · · the Muskies on the board, early in 
Although the soccer was far from the second half, when he found was vitalized with the victory." 
perfect; and no title. was at stake, himself loose around the goal crease, McKinney had to start at step I with 
what did matter was that a great The 2_1 lead didn't hold up, though, many of the boys, and go through all Crowd Showed Up the M Uskl·e fans the fundamentals,· but the results · • as Rebel Dennis Brill plumped in the 
· displayed their- animal chee~ing . typi_ng score when Muskie goalie were quick to pay off. 
techniques, for which they are so October 5th, Xavier visits the Un-
famous ·during basketball season. ~~~-Moebius was drawn out ofposi- iversity of Missouri in St. Louis,· 
. The squad played four games l;1st which won the NCAA Division II 
spring,. came away with an 0~2-2 And··so it continued· as Muskie championship. But 'before that 
record, and had yet' to score a goal. . passes began to connect with Xav.ier visits Wilmington this Satur-
For· the early part of the game,- Muskie feet. ~uskie passes were day. · 
-·i~J play was .. sluggish c:>ri .both sides: finally beginning to become short . Last week, though, in Corcoran 
. · St•tt.Photo bw MARY BETH BUTLER·- Then Thomas Mo-re's Paul Thomas . and accurate. Thomas More's passes Field, the atmosphere was. friendly 
Mike Connolly gives th_e ball a head job while the Thomas More·: kicked a frozen. rope off the. goal · were sent long downfield, mostly· to with dogs chasing players, while an 
defender .watches hCiplessly.Xavier went on to ~in its season opener, . p0~t;·and play began to pic~ up. the no avail. - . old man on the visitor side did. an 
defeating: More 3"2. ·. . _Muskies Bill Strietmann .-and Rob · Coach Bob McKinney, who isorie :. lr'ishjigeverytime he'd touch a loose 
of only six internationally lice-nsed · . ball, then gave it a boot back to the 
coaches· i:i. the state of Ohio, com---_ field:. Furi w·as the password of the 
. •·. 
_ . . . _ . · · · .Still Photo 
The Muskie soccer squad posed for a team shot following its victory l~st Saturday.· 
USH ON SPORTS I 
One look at the XU Basketball Louis, and Loyola of Chicago 
Schedule for 1974-75 by any book- wanted admission to the conference.' 
buying Musketeer will tell you that But when it was time for these 
some chan~- have_-,,,~e.en made. schools· to go the. meeting in St. 
Among the· atldi.ti~]:1~-:,on the ·cage Louis, they avoided it like Xavier 
_ sch~dJlle are the.,J~I~~W!~·-.Berea_., · commuters do the cafeteria. 
, U_mo~ ;_Walsh, ~Ji~:~·~ .. f!~d]. Even though it will.only take six 
. . and fleveland-<:~-~·.flii!i'idb.ktllts' . teams to make the league official. the 
. -;::'ye•~r,s car~ wit't b~ ~.ilfln~S.b,p- :tentative league .is'still in the dis-
_,,._~:.)l~~,lC~~~~ .• Josep~'s (Pa.), M:'urtr~a~r· tance. Only Xavier and St. Louis can 
:;?- and .. -1}l~:: ·Dominion: ···Th'e ·~r be_. listed as committed. When 
~~'!ilt~~~t~lllr'1t m,issed.ab!JU~ atfii_ifch .. Bradley put of~ its d~cision to drop 
as the bugs that ·are fieetr!JYTrom· · out of the Mtssoun Valley Coi'!-
M other Tu~\(~(s · . ference until next spring. the other 
In last_.i~r~~y 8th edition of scho_ol_s ~gan to play tl~e ¥arne, "I'm 
the Xavier'"'i/clf~5 tt was reported that· not Jommg unless you jom first." 
'Xavier was officially committed to Was .Xavier disappointed in this 
.joit,l.;;<~;P'·oposcd athletic co~ference p~litical -do_mino match'!. Athletic 
lor·:ltl'e 1-975-76 season. Be(ore the Dtrcctor .hm McCafferty com-
. Ma;;2Hthmeeting in St. Louis, it was mented _ that "of all ·the league 
rLI)~ln~·cd_Jha~~t;h notaf?le scho~- proposals I've seen over th~ years, I 
.. ~ .. a:yf,' I'lp!YJ~{· .. ,<;:~ci¥_lfo1_1.~payton, ·really. t.hought this one ~vould 
. ;;~'~.'_)~tfftt.:·~_emrl:l!l St:m~OKiatw_ma · nwt~nahzc·, because all the ~ch?o.! 
: ·<, .. C')_~y;· C mcmnatl, Oral Roberts, St.. l~rcs1dcnts seemed to be bchmd tt. 
. Page"e. -. 
· McCafferty_continued, "\V~'re stick-
ing with it though, and I'll meet with· 
representatives from schools still in-
terested in t.he near future." 
Putting the Big X in· a league 
would not only help recruiting, it 
- would crank up the spirit at' Xavier -
to a point where Marquette's AI 
McGuire would stay in the locker 
room. rather than face 5,000 savage 
Muskie fans. This would be brought 
about by the facnhat even the league 
runner-up would probably get an in-
vitation.to the NIT, with the league 
champ NCAA bound. Although this 
tentative league is primarily design-. 
ed for basketball. schools would 
compete in -other collegiate sports 
also . 
It would seem too bad if the league 
had to he permanently mothballed. 
especially when one looks at the 
WFL and other Edscls that have 
been manufactured. 
rnentl!d "We know what we can and . ·afternoon. . . 
1974. XAVIER SOCCER SCHEDULE 
September 21: Thomas More College ... -.. : ................ : 
September 28: . _Wilmington College ... _ ..................... . 
October' 5: ·University of Missouri in St. Louis ....... : ... . 
(defending NCAA Division II champions 
2:00 p.m. Home 
2:00p.m. Away' 
1:30 p.m. Away 
· October 6: · · · Florissant Valley Junior College . . . . . . . . . . . . • . '12:00noon 









(llovember 24: · 
Ohio Northern University ... , ............ ." .. . 
University of Cincinnati .. , .................. . 
. Marian College ..................... · ....... . 
. Thomas More College ........................ . 
Marian College ............................ . 
Antioch Coliege .. , ................ , .. , ..... . 
University of Kentucky ...................... . 


















· · Serviced py CAPITOL 
3976 Montgomery at Williams 
. . . . 
·coMPLETE DRY CLEANING AND 
LAUNDRY SERVI.CE 
SHIRTS BEAUTIFULLY LAUNDERED 
DISCOUNT TO ALi.. XAVIER UNIV. 
STUDENTS AND FACUL TV MEMBERS .. ~ . 
WE WILL BE GRATEFUL FOR· AN OP-
PORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU 
PHONE 631-8688 
Xavier News 
Pigskin Ponderings Fall intramurals announced 
I. In the famous 1958 sudden-death NFL championship game in 
Yankee Stadium won by the Baltimore Colts over New York Giants, 
who scored the winning TD'l 
2. In 1964 the New York Jets signed two quarterbacks for $600,000. · 
One was Namath, who was the other'!(hint) He's now qb in the WFL. 
3. Super Bowl Ill was won by the New York Jets 16-7 over the 
Baltimore Colts in 1969. Who was the starting qb'! 
4.' What is George Halas' nickname? 
5. Who were ·the two NFL players suspended in 1963 for betting'! 
6. What NFL qb broke his arm twice in 1969 and missed the entire 
~~0~ . 
1,. 
7.1n the 1962 title game, Green Bay defeated the New York Giants 16-
7. What Packer kicked 3 field goals to win the game? 
S.ln the 1960 NFL title game lost by Green Bay, who was thewinniog 
~~ . 
9. What was Jim. Brown's rookie year? 
I 0. Defense was the forte of the LA Rams in the 60's when they had the 
"fearsome Foursome." Can you name the four players? 
• .<pun1 .IIIWII1 •sauor 
uo311ao '.1"!.19 Jtausooa •uas1o 1.1aw ·o1 LS61 '6 sa11113 ll!lldlap•nlld 
·s o~aw11.i>1 .<.1.1af 'L OlJPO.Ift uqor '9 lunuo~on 1n11d lf Sll.lll}l XajV 
·s .111ag 11d11d. aqr •t IIII.IOJ\11.111] '£ ;tJ.111nu uqor ·z aq.,.awv u111v 'I 
SH3MSNV 
you'll 
By TIM RANAGHAN 
Xavier Newa SI8H Writer 
The Intramural Department has 
announced this year's beginning of 
flag football leagues for men and 
women. The leagues are formed on 
weekday afternoons, Monday 
through Thursday. The men's games 
will be played at Sherman Avenue 
Field and the women's games at the 
stadium. The starting time for 
the women's games will be 4:30 and 
5:30 p.m. (a departure from the 
original 6:30 and 7:30 starting time 
due to the number of women atten-
ding night classes). 
Xerxes X-spects, campus 
equivalent to Jimmy the Greek, will 
be handicapping the games this year 
and wiii choose the participants for 
the All-Star game to be played 
Wednesday, November 20th, at the 
stadium. The men's "A" All-Starts 
will play the "AA" All-Starts while 
the women's All-Starts will oppose 
the faculty and staff. Xerxes feels the 
Stretch .Marks have grown too old. 
Intramural soccer will· also be 
available to Xavier. students. Four 
men's teams are now being formed 
representing Brockman Kuhlman, 
Husman-Marion Halls, and the 
commuters. Xerxes has installed 
Brockman as local favorite because 
of the number of early sign-ups. 
It would seem the other dorms and 
commuters arc at worst apathetic 
and at least somewhat fearful of the 
prowess ·of Brockman 1-lall. Should 
the other residence halls fail to field 
teams, Brockman will win by forfeit. 
A Brockman Hall resident was 
quoted, "It took me two years to 
affect a transfer to this building. I got 
tired of living with the do-nothings." 
Games will be played on Tuesday 
evenings in the stadium, under the 
lights, at 7:30 and 8:30 p.m. 
Registration is at the equipment 
room at the field level of the filed 
'house. Rosters are limited to 20 
members. 
The I.M. department is also offer-
ing a·fall tennis tournament in addi-
tion to the annual spring tennis tour-· 
nament.lt will feature three sections: 
men's singles, women's singles, and 
mixed doubles. 
Two co-recreational leagues are 
also forming softball and volleyball. 
Softball. which will be played at a 
site undetermined as yet, will field 16 
member teams of 8 men and 8 
women. Women will be allowed 
gloves while the men must play 
barehanded. Also, turns at bat will 
be alternated between the· sexes. 
Registration clo~s October 2. 
Co-recreational volleyball teams 
will be limited to teams of five men 




Thurlday, September 26, 1974 
Save up to $3.00! 
Records 
Top artists! 
Major labels! . 
Hundreds of records! Classics included! 
many selections in this special purchase •. 
BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
Sept 26th to October lOth 
DON'T MISS THIS SALE!! 
Come early for best selection! · 
played on the main floor of the 
ficldhouse. Wednesday nights at 
7:00 p.m. Registration closes Oc-. 
tobcr II. 
Anyone interested in bowling 
should be sure to sign up immediate-
ly for'the bowling ieague to be held 1 
on Mondays. 4:00 p.m., at Stones, 
located 3\12 blocks east of the cam-
pus. Teams of thr.ec people (all men 
or all women or coed) will bowl for 
ten weeks. Cost is 55~t a line ($1.65 a 
week) including shoes. The league 
will be handicapped so that even 
"gutter ball Gary" will fit in. 
Other first semester offerings in-
clude an Instant Chess Tournament 
in which each player has 40 second~ 
to move, three men and three girl 
basketball leagues, a hole-in-one-
contest (closest to the pin), and a tru-
ly chilling experience, the lJ niversity 
push ball contest, to be held Thurs-
day evening December 5 ("Burr!") at 
the stadium. Any student interested 
in any of the above activities may in-
quire by calling the I.M. Department 
at 745-3654. 
The equipment room, from which 
paddleball and tennis racquets, and 
golf clubs may be obtained is located 
on the field level of the .fieldhouse 
and will be open from noon until 
10:00 p.m. weekdays and from I :00-
5:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. 
Your current X.lJ.I.D. card is 
required for fieldhouse admission 
and for checking out equipment. 
"Rev'er upl" 
fall road rally 
The Intramural Department an-
nounces an autumn version of an 
event made famous by Greek Weeks 
past: The Fall Road Rally. The Road 
Raity, for those of you fortunate 
enough not to have participated, 
usually covers a 40-50 mile distance, 
driven by couples only. It is not a 
race. 
Teams comp~ting the course by 
following the .fuost difficult direc-
tions imaginable at a safe speed, win 
prizes by coming the clo~st to the 
adjudged "successful completion 
time." This year's Road Rally, en-
titled "An Experiment in Terror," 
takes place on Friday. NovemberS. 
Noting that several teams from 
last year have yet to return. a veteran 
participant commented, "Coming 
within a week of Halloween. and 
knowing the way things have gone 
before. only a couple of sick cookies 
would consider doing this." 
Registration will be limited to 40 
cars and is open until filled ~t the 
I.M. equipment room. A feeof$1.00 
is charged with the top three 
finishers getting the cash. Starting 







Thousands of Topics , . ~. 
· $2.75 per page 
Send for your up·to·date, 160·page, 
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage (delivery time ·t~: .. 
1 to 2 days). · . -. ~ ,. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC·~ , 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 ·.· 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477·8474 or 477-5493 
Our research material Is sold for 
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.... 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY· CINCINN~TI, OHIO 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1974 
Direction, not survival 
. Annual budget cutbacks have in recent years become facts of life at 
Xavier that few segments of the university have been able to escape. 
While most elements of the institution have managed to retain at least 
their identity in the face of perennial belt tightening, others, notably 
the fine arts program, intercollegiate football, and number of non-
tenured faculty, have not been so fortunate. _ 
With a double-digit annual rate of inflation on the horizon and 
without a sizeable upswing in enrollment, Xavier's financial situation 
stands small chance of improving in the immediate future. There is 
little reason to believe that the cutback trend will be reversed when · 
the Budget Committee meets later this fall to plan allocations for 
1975-76. 
The cynical (and some of the not-so-cynical for that matter) who 
traditionally cite the Budget Committee as Xavier's only real 
.dicision-making body can only view another year·oftight money with 
apprehension. Financial woes, according to such cypicism, not only 
trim existing budgets, but almost invariably prohibit introduction of 
any new programs of sign!ficant cost. 
To saythatall the gears turn behind the power ofsuch a rationale is 
a bit of an exaggeration. A disheartening number, however, do. The 
sorry-there's-no-money syndrome has killed many a new idea while 
still on paper; too many programs, academic and oth~rwise, still find 
their quality measured by the cost analysis sheet and little else. The 
cynical must be given a certain amount of credence precisely because 
they acknowledge the fact that Xavier, in recentyears, has been too 
preoccupied with merely surviving and has paid too little attention to 
ascertaining a sense of direction for itself .. 
Xavier University will survive. We are still far from the point where 
the truth of that statement could be legitimately questioned. A more 
relevant query at this time is, "In whatform will this institution sur-
vive?" Will it continue as a patchwork assembly of dep.artments and 
programs or will it retain an integral identity? If the latter, what is that 
identity'! 
· It is precisely the question of identity and specifically the lack of 
one that must become this university's prime concern in the near· 
future. The time has come to admit that the continual paring of 
budgets and the often overcautious attitude which accompanies a 
financial crunch does little more than maintain the status quo. Xavier 
must establish a direction for itself, and do more than pay lip-service 
to the ideals pasted in the catalogue and ·spewed forth gloriously as 
the occasion demands. 
·This is not to say that re-examination ofourselvesas a university 
community is incompatible with a balanced budget. It is to say, 
however, that re-examination can and should proceed now. The 
question o[ financial feasibility is an overworked excuse for timidity 
and complacency, and may be at least temporarily relegated 'to.the 
background. To continue rebuilding our structures with the same 
bricks will only serve to alter ,appearance and seldom make those 
structures more effective or meritorious. 
The ID fee increase 
At the final May meeting of the Student Senate, this year's Senate 
voted to approve a doubling of the ID fee, its only source of income. 
We will not attempt to prophesy a total wasting ofthis money, nor 
sing the praises of all the improved services, from top-name speakers 
to high class concerts, which have been mentioned as being the 
primary outcome of this I 00 percent fee raise. In fact, at the printing 
of this editorial, Xavier's computer has already affixed this new 
charge to your bill, and many have paid it. 
Earliest streaker 
This is in response to the sports 
column in the April 10 issue of the 
News. (Don't blame me for taking so 
long to respond; the April 10 issue 
reached me on May 22). You invited 
the production of evidence to refute. 
the claim that XU's first streakers 
went public ~n April of 1972, I'm 
afraid you are suffering· from 
chronological provincialism, a 
malady that must be common to 
college students (I know I suffered 
from it), who feel that anything that 
ever happened to the school happen-
most reliable version is that the tale 
had a happy en~ing, ·with the 
students suffering froin nothing 
worse than mild exposure. I am con-· 
vinced, however, that the more 
things change the more they stay the · 
same, and I have no doubt that if 
Xavier is the oldest Catholic college 
in the Northwest Territory, it can 
boast of the first streaker from ·a 
Catho.lic college in .the Northwest 
Territory. 
James H. Bownas '68 · 
ed during the four y~ars they were 
there. During the Spring Weekend . ·Pass-fail criticized 
festivities of 1967,. two hardy 
Muskies barely· made it down 
Ledgewood Avenue from Victory 
.Par.kway to Herald at approximate-
ly II :00 p.m. Perhaps they cannot be 
considered "streakers" since their 
state of sobriety scarcely permitted 
them to wobble, however, all of the 
other criteria were met. · Reports . 
have differed as to the fate ofthese 
midnight strolling buffs, but the 
The original i-ntent of Xavier's · 
pass-fail system was to encourage in-
. tellectual exploration without.'. 
jeopard1zmg that· all-important 
· grade-point average. Unfortunately, 
most students used their 12-hour. 
pass-fail (S-U). option to ·slide 
through required courses: The result 
was Core courses (e.g. biology, 
·philosophy, language) containing 
' .. 
~·uw-~i~ - ~- <iJ 11!'rih~~ .Conrirr ... r.urno~l 
"Just a typical ol' tourist ... taking lots of pictures of your 
beautiful pyramids!" · 
The fact is that this fee i'ncrease raises both old and new questions. 
Why did the student body have to wait until the afternoon of the 
meeting to be told about a matter which.the senators had known one 
week in advance? How much more confidence can this student body 
bestow upon campaigning Senate hopefuls when a new Senate open-
ly agrees to push a measure through regardless of their fresh annual 
pledges of increased communication and better representation? Even 
when the Senate was reminded of its pledges, they agreed, because of 
the lack of time, to disregard their disregarding of the students. 
Many students voiced surprise at the quickness of this decision, 
and they hoped that the Senate would not regularly act in this 
manner. · 
There is, however, a more important question arising from these 
events. To the extent that $10.00 might provide for increases in stu-, 
dent activities, one may eventually find this fee raise to be beneficial. 
To the extent that this Senate, more than other Senates, becomes 
more obsessed and occupied with their doubled treasury and funded 
events, this fee raise will be detrimental. One senator exclaimed that 
money is power, and that the senate should not spend it so easily. 
Has this senate become obsessed with tangible money-bought 
goals while disrerarding all the problems which can not be bribed to 
disappear? Will ti 1eir efforts be judged on how busy and drunk they 
kept students during their free time, or will others finally disregard 
technical and monetary achievements, and judge this Senate on Its ef-
forts, maybe even successes, in dealing with the intangible problems 
at Xavier University: improving the quality of dorm life, creating 
·social awareness among students, finding a curriculum closer to 
Xavier's liberal arts ideal, improving security on campus, increasing 
recruitment efforts and enrollment The list goes on. These are the 
problems that yearly demand action, yet often go overlooked. · 
Student Senate must iook at lts coffers· filled by. student monies and 
not only decide to spend it wisely (and we hope student opinion will 
have a say in that.area) but also address themselves to the intangible 
problems Qf Xavter. After all, the Senate must decide whether it 
wants a kind epithet or a rich funeral. · 
many students doing D-Ievel work 
for the passing grade of S. The 
classrooms full of such underachiev-
ing. students tended to be awfully 
depressing for both the learners and 
the teachers. 
And so a new rule is now in effect: 
a student taking a course pass-fail 
will receive a U for F-Ievel work, aD 
for D-Ievel work, and S for C, B, or 
. A-level work. This S~D-U. ~rading 
should have thr!!e results: I) Core 
courses will be full of students doing 
mediocre C-level work for the pass-
ing grade of S; 2) Teachers will be 
faced with borderline pass-fail 
students pleading for the failing 
grade of U, which will do nothing to 
a grade-point average:. 3) Some 
students will shy away from using 
their pass-fail options to take di[-
ficult, ineariingful .courses because 
they inight ·earn . a grade of D 
(formerly a ha·rmless S). 
In order. to forego the above· 
res.ults, we have .three options. A) 
.Eliminate the pass-fail systl!m, 
·thereby eliminating its benefits as 
well as its problems: B) Return to the 
original S-U system, but limit its use 
to non-required courses. Of course, 
· this would restrict the benefits of 
pass-fail ·to only those Xavier 
students who have free electives 
within their 120~hour requirement. 
C) Return to the original S-U 
grading option while abolishing all 
required courses •. thereby 
·eliminating the condiiions that Ieaa 
to the abuse of the pass-fail system. 
The abolition of requirements would 
have the added. benefit of requiring 
the student to master the content of 
his own curriculum, not someone 
else's. A student does not learn 
anything well unless he. commits 
himself to it and sees a reason for it. 
I believe that any of the above 
three options, wou'Id be preferable to 







and compel the schools to keep even the worst 
of them on. for two full semesters. Fortunately, 
the petitioners would grant med schools and 
law schools the right to restrict their. 
applicants· to pre-med or pre-law students, 
allowing us the dubious comfort of knowing 
that Pre-Assyrian History majors won~t litter 
our med schools~ Some comfort, eh? 
The immediate asininity of this proposal re-. · 
quires no further elaboration. But to see its full. 
import, we must look far ahead. Where does 
this road lead? . 
Thus, if I may be permitted a bit of artistic 
license, I present a little story, set in 1984. It is 
a story of a world in which Section 3354.061 is 
a reality and in which the same kind of think-
ing has been extended into other areas .... 
Knock! Knock! Knock! 
"C'mon. in!" Arthur Scrapebottom, at-
torney at law, throws hisemptybeercan in the 
·general direction of his wastebasket and mis-
ses. Crossing his arms to hide the catsup stains 
Future imperfect 
By Tom Flynn 
Stupidity cannot be cured by money, or 
through ·education, or with legislation. 
Stupidity is not a sin, the victim can't help be-
ing stupid. All men are created unequal.-
R.A. Heinlein 
. · on his T -shirt, he puts his feet up on his desk as 
an. attractive gir! wanders· in. The girl, who is 
dressed in white and wears a big placard 
proclaiming DOCTORING CHEAP, CALL 
774-7236, looks at the lawyer with thinly 
veiled disgust. 
At its meeting last Friday, our fearless Stu-
dent Senate voted 7-6 to declare its support for 
an initiative petition concerning higher educa-
tion in Ohio pledging University support and 
allowing the organisers to canvas for 
signatures on campus. The petition requests 
the Ohio Legislature to enact a law, Section 
. 3354.061 of the Revised Code, whi~h would 
require state supported colleges to accept into 
their graduate programs anybody who held 
the required undergraduate degree. Let me 
repeat that: anybody. 
. . 
In detail, the proposed law would require 
·, colleges t~ admit: any B.A. or B.S. to doctoral 
programs in law or medicine; any M.A. or 
M.S. to other doctoral programs; and any 
B.A. or B.S. to. Master's programs. Further, 
such ·students cannot be flunked out of these 
programs until they have failed one complete 
semester or quarter while under full proba-
tion. · 
~ractically; the petition seeks t9, quoting 
Senator Mark Fette, "open grad schools to 
butchers, bakers, and candle~stick makers," 
rf!OO~~ 
$~i!\CC~ 
"Is this Scrapehottom, Scrapeboitom, and 
Scrapebottom, attorneys?" she asks weakly. 
"Yep," Scnipebottom says. 
· · "Uh, might I see Mr. Scrapebottom?" 
"Speaking."· • . 
The girl purses her lips. "You wot1't do. May · 
I then see Mr. Scrapebottom?'' 
~Speaking," he repeats. 
"Then let me see Mr. Scrapebottom!" 
"Still speaking," he says simply. . 
"But .your door" she protests. "You're it?" 
But the do~r says there are three ·of you." 
"Oh,". there are;" Scrapebottom explains. 
"Me, myself, and I. I put it up that way 'cause 
it's more impressive .. " 
. "Isn't that illegal?" she asks. 
"How the h·en should I know?" 
. The girl paces nervously, trying to. stare 
down a big heliotrope cockroach sitting. on 
"Scrapebottom's filing cabinet. "Isn't it tin-
. ~sual for. a ·lawyer to work alone, without a. 
firm?" 
"I'll ·be frank, Ms. uhuh" 
"Churr. Susan (:hurr, MD. My friends call 
·me Sue, you see." 
"Well, Dr. Churr, J.have to tell you. I'm not 
·much of a lawyer. I got through law school on 
a song and a prayer no.t to mention a couple of : 
and gained something as well. That's about as 
succinct as I can put it. 
bribes and then when I got out there was a new · 
law that said law firms had to hire new lawyers 
that approached them. In one .year, I broke · 
everv one of the five firms that took me on .. 
Dr. Ch~rr flashes him a look of genuine 
sympathy. "I guess ·.we're all in the same boat, 
then. My problem's almost the same. I assume 
you~ve heard of Paul· Eeskar; the new city 
ma~ager?" · · 
· :~'There, there," she soothes. "Don't strain 
yourself. Strain can lead to heart attacks. Or 
does it lead to liver fat.igue?" She shakes her 
head. "Anyway,.when I went to med school, I 
was in the first class to ·start under that first 
. right-to~learn-hiw. You · know Section 
3354.601." . ' . . , 
·~Anything you s~y," Attorney Scrapebot-
tom says. ~·1 wouldn~t know about laws." 
"There were 14,0oo of us .in that class, which 
Scrape bottom nods. Paul Eeskar is an M.A. did cause a problem, since the med si:hool had 
in . Political Science who applied to be city only gradua~~ 96 t~e previous year. When I 
manager after the old manager hanged was in my lastyear~ I had. to dissect a cadaver-
himself, getting the job due to a new law that every doctor does. Unfortunately, supply and 
requires Cities to hire the. first applicant demand hadn't caught up yet.· It wasn't until 
holding the right degree. the next year that the banks started that 
· system of donating loan-defaulters out of dis-
"Well," she continues, "he's appointed me· section. So we had the same·number of corpses 
Chief Coroner. :1 want you to get me out of it." as they had years before 'forty-eight." . 
Scrapebotto~ looks up in surprise. "An ."Forty-eight!" · . . 
MD turning down civil.service? Besides the 
.fact that it's illegal nowadays, why do you "Yes. That had.been two students per body 
want to do it?" . · · . back before the law·went in. With an eniarged 
"I know it sou. nds strange·, with all· these ... student body, !Jf cour8e;'that number went up 
·a bit" . · · 
doctors on t~e market; government work pays· Scrape.bottom . lurtges .· for his pocket 
. so much better than private practice" she 1 1 ·points to Iter placard with distaste"but I just· ca cu a tor .. ' 48 cadavers· among 14,000 
don't want to be Coroner." . students"That's two hundred and ninety-one 
and. t~o-thirds. students .~r .cadaver!'~ he 
"This is highly irregular," Scrapebottoni . blurts. . · .. · . · · . · , 
pontificates pointedly, as he yanks optm a desk · "You can see how :l managed not to learn 
drawer with his big two and pulls out a bo~tle · much .about dissection," stie agrees. 
in a paper bag. "Museatel?'' he offers. . Scrapebottom whips the old salami-and-
She shakes her head. ·~Well, you kriow the· . bar.f?ec~~auce ·sandw.ich out of his poe.ket, 
Corone~ has to do· autopsies in accidents, . lciokirig·for sojne'salt. "Frankly, Dr .. Churr, 
mm:ders, that' kind: of st1,1ff. I keep telling Mr.· . I'm notstite lc·an help··you, though I'll do what 
Eeskar that, but he just nod!!. He still th'n~s I can"... · 
the c·liief Coroner is in· charge of the Traffic· Knock! Knock! Knock! 
C()mmission you understand, be~iluSe they~re . . "C'mon in!" . . . . 
·in chiuge.of," she ·cringes "sti"eet.:Coroners." A yQung m~n bustles in waving a sheaf of 
~·Eeskar doesn't read too well, does he?" papers. "Mr; S~raPc:bottom, . I represent a 
"He came from a progressive elementary · group interested· in protecting the rights oft he 
school." . . underprivileged. Doyoil realize that the State" 
"Poor devil." Scrape bottom drains the bot- of Oltio is 45th in the nation in terms of state 
tie, "But thatstilldoe~n't tell me why you don't . aid to the. arts? Do you also know about these 
want the job." · statistics which indicate'that very few double 
She forces out the truth. "I don't-know how amputees take ballet lessons?" 
to perform and autopsy." . Seasoning. his: sandwich, Scrapebottom 
Scrapebottom· falls out of his seat in sur- observes sagely;: ~~"I:'hat .inay be because they 
prise, deeply bruising his left buttock on the don't have any legs." 
mortal remains of a salami-and-barbecue- The man rebi:ikes him,""Shame. Double am-
sauce sandwich that has ·been in: his· back putees are discriminate~ against in this respect 
·pocket since.last Tuesday. Getting up.with ef- · already. We hope ·to rectify this I)y requiring 
fort, he rages, "Look; Dr. Chu.rr; ·J'IJ ac~pt a that every double· amputee in the state receives 
lawyer who thinks you change a venue by free ballet lessons. I have this petition here" 
climbing up on a ladder and unscrewing (t. I'll 
even believe a city manager who thinks Vine· 
Street is the greenhouse district: But I won't 
fall for a story that a doctor can't perform and 
autop~y!" · 
Ah, 198.4. .. _ 
George OrWell, wtiere are you when we need 
· YO!-~? . .. . .. , .. 
.t'•• 
"' 
even more deeply. Louis Lipps, B., and Sist~; ·Senate ~ay remain a forum of futile bickering 
A time to build up 
By Marty Dybicz 
Ellen have touched us in many ways which and shallow rhetoric. In the face of changes at 
What I'd li~e to say about this year at faculty and administrators can't by. the ·ve'ry Xavier, we all may assume either a defeatist at-
Xavier, quite. simply, is that we can build nature of their roles·. Yet we warmly welcome titude or a superficially idealistic one .. 
something. I believe that we are very privileg- Fr. Ed Schmidt, Tony Geraci, Sr. Ruth Socially ... we may totally ring ··out the 
I was invited to write this column because of ed to take part in college life at a time which Wac h. and Pete Corrigan .and are confident radicalism and adtivism of the Sixties and 
· 1 t t d d' · h h' about their abilities. · · · · · d f · · f my mvo vemen ass u ent ~rector w1t t 1s could possibly bear much fruit. Yet, at the rmg .m a oew per10 o pass1v1ty, sci -
year's Manresa program. I won't take this op- same time. any virtue which this year might Politically. the incumbent bitterness ·and centered ness; and reactionism. ·I sometimes 
portunity the News editors have allowed for . possess could quite eas1·Jy become a ,,1·ce. Let d' . . h' h . . h despar.ingly feel that the American Dream is IVISion w 1c re1gned m t e Student Senate 
the only coverage of Campus Ministry's ver-, me add that 1 believe my reflections to be and overshadowed the office of President of· coming back into vogue. Though we no·Jonger 
sion of Freshman Orientation to report the realistic and not characterized by much of the · Studentbovernment during the last two years see reality in the black and white terms of the · 
factual details of what happened September 9- naive or blind optimism which usually accom- has hopefully been replaced by a new. senate Sixties, we inaybecome colorblind altogether. 
12. Instead I prefer to present my view of panics this type of writing abo.ut fresh starts. and a new president with the graduation of last-· We must not forget the. lesson that what 
Manresa and use it as a springboard for offer- Without a doubt, Xavier University is in an year's seniors. happens on Wall Street .and in Washington 
ing some reflections on this new year at era of transition. The. absence of so may (thatmeansFordaswellasNixon)isrelatedto 
Xavier. familiar and important faces is a strong indica- Socially, we are living at a·tin'te when the ex- . the malnutrition and starvation of two thirds 
I would hope . that everyone who par- · tion ofthis. No longer will we be served in the tremism and fury of the Sixties has subsided, of the world's ·population, which is related to. 
ticipated in Manresa r!'!alizes as a result of the · Bursar's Office. by Mr. Dodd. Edna is not thus allowing for cooler reasoning and clearer our own habits, beliefs, and liefstylcs .. We 
program that the search for t~~th i.s t~e most t~ere to help us register for new courses, to thinking: We as a college-generation, are sure- must not unlearn the. value of human beings 
Important and necessary actiVIty m hfe: ~.he help plan retreats. or just to help. The mail is ly different from 'the generation of the over materialism and technology.' 
truth about onself and the world around h1m no longer sorted and delivered by Willie Long. Freedom Rides, the. Free Speech Movement, 
or her. I wo.uld also hope that everyone.le~yes · Dale Henry isn't around to date half the . and the Vietnam moratoria. This senior class As this year .begins, i. believ~ that the Xavier 
Manresa With a knowledge of the poss1b1hty, women on campus. Xavier will never be the was in the. fifth g~ade during the first civil . experience can ·be the Manresa experience, 
and with an accompanying sense ofsecurity, same. rights sit-in at Greensboro, N.C., and· this which,expressedinothcrterms,islearningthe 
that the· most intimate part of oneself can be . freshmen class was about ·to enter the'seventh value of being spiritual. If that spirituality is 
shared with someone else. Manresa, then, as I Ser!ously. drastic changes have· taken place grade during the Democratic Convention riots. not of Jesus, at least let it be the spirituality of 
see it. is a community of questors for meaning in the administration. Fr. Brennan succeeds in Chicago in 1968; As a new generation, we "!!eeing the connections," as James Carroll 
of value, bringing together people with a wide Fr. O'Callaghan as Academic Vice- have new possibilities fodnsightand creativi- would say. ~tween academia, the ghettos, 
range of personalities. backgrounds,.· and President. Fr. Besse has been replaced by Fr. ty. · suburbia, the Third· World, Dana's; Be liar-
futures and giving them a common. ex- Kennealy as the Assistantto the Dean of Arts mine Chapel, and Alt~r Hall:i..et our Xavier 
perience. and thus a common tie. I think the and Sciences. Fr. Buschmann has taken over However, as I said· before, our strength~· · ·experience bC ohe.which·gathers us. into a car-
prevailing feeling after Manresa has ended is Recruiting as . well as. Admissions while Fr. could tragically become our weakpesses. New ing community of searchers for the truth. Let 
one I would term as that of having built Edward O'Brien has assumed new duties. administrators may only continue in the ways the prophetic generati6n of the Sixties be 
something. What I ·mean is that I think of former administrators and not seize upon succeeded by the committed seneration.ofthe 
e\'eryone feels that he or she has not only come We probably feel the absence of the their opportunity for creativity. freshness, and Seventies. Let us be builders of a better world, 
to know something but has also accomplishe~ m!.m~::r:.:s...:o:.:f...:l:.:as:..:t.::y~e..:.;a,;_r'_s ~C~a=m:.:.!p~us:::..;M_;;,;,in=i;:s.:.;tr::..y.:s..:.;ta:.:ff.:__ch_a_n..:ge:,_w_he_re_c_ha_n...:g;...e_i_s s_o_r_e.;.ly.;..·n_e_e_d_ed_._s_t_u_d_en_t _ a_be_t.;..te;...r_u;...n...:i_ve,;..rs;...·...:it:;.Y.:..• a;;;.n;;;.d;;...;;be.;.;.;tt.:;.er~se;.:l.;..ve:.;s;,:.. --:--·-:-
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from page 1 
Athletic Director Jim McCafferty 
feels that with Fr. O'Connor~s death 
··•xavier University lost a real leader, 
a real fine educator," i!h~ that "all in-
tercollegiate athletics lost a very im-
. portant leader." His illustration of 
Fr. O'Connor's knack of doing and 
saying things" is an anecdote about 
Xavier's triumph in the Nationalln-
vitational- championship in March, 
1958. Fr. O'Connor said "Thanks 
Jim. This will bring lots of people. 
out from under rocks, to help the 
University in many ways. I think we 
ought to eat on this." Said Mc-
Cafferty, "A lot of people would 
compose flowery letters or memos. 
He just had an extra warm way of 
doing things." 
Mrs. Wilma McGrath of the 
Health Center remembers Fr. 
O'Connor's thoughtfulness and 
kindness. For 19 years, he called her 
on the anniversary of her husband's 
death to say that he had 
"remembered Ed at Mass." 
"He ~as a man who could hold 
_confidences," Mrs. McGrath stress-
ed in her reminiseences. "Discipline" 
and "great descretion" characterized 
Fr. O'Connor to her. His dignity and 
ability to mingle in any group dis-
tinguished him. Most of all, Mrs. 
McGrath praised Paul O'Connor as 
"a man willing to give his all for the 
greater glory of God and for the help 
of the people of God." 
Fr. J. Peter Buschmann, S.J., pre-
sent Director of Admissions, worked 
with Fr. O'Connor for 25 years. 
"How many Father O'Connor 
ht:lped personally may- never be 
known by us," Fr. Buschmann said, 
"but the large numbers who came to 
Bellarmine Chapel and to the funeral 
Mass at St. Xavier Church give us 
some indication of' his influence. 
The Back Page is a free classified section 
laViallaOie to students, faculty, and staff 
University. Ads should not 
words and must be subm 
to the N-• office c/o 
later than the Sunday ore,cec:lin~~• 
no ad will be rec•eatedl 
CANOE, 12 ft., styrofoam, holds 800 lbs., 2 
oars, 2 life jackets, $60.00, Linda 542-6560. 
MOOOI. 
MOTORCYCLE TRAILER, drive-in, 2-3 
bike.s, slow camping gear, 681 ~9278. A0003. 
BOOKS, for sale, The Mystery of the Church 
John Powell, $2.00, Beginnin~:s Charles 
Hauret, $1.00, 481-8437. AOOOH. 
TYPING, by former secretary with new 
typcwrtcr, Connie 851-5934. S0005. 
MUSICIAN, progressive group wants 
keyboards player who can do vocals, Mike 4H 1-
053 L. M0002 .. 
BOOKS, used, Harbrace College Handbook 
Hodges, Kulman 604. T0007. 
RIDE, wanted evenings Mon.-Thurs. to 
Grosbeck, 729-3590 after six. A0006. 
DISCOUNT SALES, be the envy of your 
dorm. Own fine TV's, stereos, typewriters. NO. 
QUESTIONS. Call621-5623. F0008. 
PERSONAL, Mary I love you. i'll ditch 
Anabelle, leave Sidney, and leave John and 
Marsha alone. Fred. F0009. · 
PET CORNER, wombat, 9 mo~thi old, par-
tially housebroken, eats 'old news .. .,C,ri. table. 
scraps and chateubriand. First o er Jakes him. 
Name: Wilberforce, call 534~19. FOOIO. 
MARY, sive me your heart. You pve me 
everythins else last nisht. ·John. LOO II. 
Perhaps his' influence has been very 
well expressed by a veteran-alumnus 
of the post-war years in the late for- · 
.tics: Other mentors gradually in-
culcated .solid values and broad 
perspective through several years Of 
exposure to p_hilosophical · prin-
ciples, scientific ·method, and the 
liberalizing arts, but Father O'Con-
nor pulled it all together for us im~ 
mediately, then and there, by his 
sheer presence ... For 24 years just 
seeing his· smiling face in Alumni 
newsletters brought back the vibrant 
. sound of his masculine voice and 
recollection of his encouragement, 
and continued to keep it 'pulled 
together'. . 
'"We'll miss him .. .'." 
from page 1 
As the oldest Catholic university 
in the 'Northwest Territory, Xavier 
has a unique, impressive and ·in- · 
spirational background. How did. 
the early depressions influence the 
institution? What famous men and 
women have passed through 
Xavier's halls? The efforts ·of Fr. 
Bennish and those willing to help in 
securing the archives will make the 
answers to these questions available. 
·Any ·students on the work-study 
program wishing to help in this 
endeavor should contact the Office 
of Placement and Student Aid. 
Anyone having information or 
documents concerning the history of 
Xavier University can contact Fr. 
Bennish by calling the university 
library at 745-3881. 
Maintenance 
from page 1 
been the building's roof. Because of 
the sizeable cost involved, repair 
work on the roof has been delayed 
until only recently. Pholar stated 
that she knows of "at least a half. 
dozen" leaks in the dormitory roof-
ing. One of these leaks, located in the 
wall of the central stairwell, has left 
water marks that· are ·still visible 
several floors below. 
Pholar · is irritated . about the 
physical condition of her dormitory 
in general. She noted that the 
stairwells and hallways are ba~ly in 
need of painting. Also there i~ no 
preventative maintenance prograr:n 
for the plumbing facilities in each of 
the Kuhlman rooms. Repair work or 
replacement of closet doors and sink 
cabinets is almost impossible to ob-
tain. 
"I ~are about the conditions of the 
building because I care about the 
people living here," Pholar stated, 
"but the lack of money and per-
sonnel keep a lot of things from be-
ing done." 
Mr. DaveTom,DirectorofHous- · 
ing, agreed that lack of adequate 
funds have impeded on-going 
maintenance of the dormitories. 
Tom stated that work-study students 
have been added to the dormitory 
janitorial staffs which generally suf-
fer a personnel shortage on 
weekends. 
The chief shortage of maintenance 
personnel, according to Tom, occurs . 
in the skilled trades area-plumbers, 
electricians and carpenters. Unless a 
particular maintenance call is of an 
emergency nature, 'the dormitories 
are given no priority over other 
maintenance work in the skilled 
trades area, and a three to four day 
lapse is not uncommon. 
Tom .. praised student_s-Tn the dor-
mitories for taking better care of 
dorm facilities in the past several 
years. He noted in conclusion, 
"We're to· the point now where 
maintenance can't get any lower. It's 
one thing to add something new to 
the dorms, but it's quite another 
thing to cut down on on-going 
maintenance work.'' 
Mr. Thomas Stadtmiller, univer-
sity business manager, stated that 
the general maintenance budget has 
remained virtually at the same level 
for the past several years. Prior to 
this, the maintenance force 
. numbered about 80, compared to 60-
65 at present. 
Stadtmiller said that no particular 
cut had been made in dormitory 
maintenance budgets. A 40-50 per-
cent decrease in custodial staffwhich 
was made two years ago, came, as he 
understood it, as a result of a student 
request to that effect. · 
According to Stadtmiller, "A 
monumental effort has been made to 
keep · up the · buildings with the 
amount of money we have to work 
with." He opted that "the first thing 
to go anyplace is maintenance." 
Stadtmiller stated that additional 
funds were allocated last year for the 
carpeting of Brockman and the 
student-painting of Husman. He 
claimed that much of the blame for 
the sloppy appearance of the· dor--
mitories rests with students: "We 
could employ a full-time man just 
picking up trash that people have 
thrown out through windows." 
Stad-tmiller concluded by saying 
that an expected rate increase in 
Xavier's utility bill would probably · 
meart less money for · dormitory 
maintenance in the future. 
Hopefully, h'owever, there will be 
enough available to fix the roof. 
Otherwise, Brother Riehle might be 
in the stainless steel gutter business 
for good. 
One Pitcher l 
. ' 
Three Catchers l 
u epo Beer 
Remember the name ... 
you'll never forget the taste. 
Make your call for Hudepohl~ .. it's ·the pure grain. beer; 
naturally light and refreshing. · 
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